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New Smart Play® Summit™ Delivers a Mountain of Play Value

Landscape Structures helps bring the mountains to all abilities, all play areas

Delano, Minn. (Feb. 8, 2022) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial

playground equipment manufacturer, has introduced the newest addition to the Smart Play® family of

adventure-inspiring designs—Summit™! This condensed-footprint, giant-play-value playstructure will

bring the mountains to play areas while welcoming crowds of all abilities for fun, imaginative play.

With Summit, kids ages 5 to 12 can search for hidden animal tracks and camping gear as they

trek across laser-cut climbing decks and three-dimensional nets. Additionally, this innovative

playstructure provides children of all abilities with multiple ways to play in the mountain tops. Spiral

steps and the Switchback Climber can be used as an accessible route into the mountains, plus a variety of

activity panels deliver learning and sensory play experiences. Different materials throughout the mountain

and the embedded animal tracks create a wide variety of visual play.

Summit is a preconfigured design complete with the Alpine® Slide, Facet® Stepper, DigiFuse®

graphics and much more. While a color palette was curated specifically for Summit to deliver a cool

gradation to match kids’ ascents, other colors can be substituted to best fit the surrounding environment.

The Smart Play line of playstructures take kids from early crawling exploration on up to active

climbing and social play to challenging adventures for older children. This line helps span several critical

periods of childhood development, making it ideal for childcare, early learning centers, neighborhood

playgrounds and schools.

Learn more about the mountain-themed Summit and see the full family of Smart Play structures

at playlsi.com/smart-play.
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About Landscape Structures Inc.

Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground

equipment in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that

encourage kids of all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and

empathy through play. We push the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no

limit to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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